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Abstract
The control problem related to robots and AI usually discussed is that we might lose control over advanced technologies. 
When authors like Nick Bostrom and Stuart Russell discuss this control problem, they write in a way that suggests that hav-
ing as much control as possible is good while losing control is bad. In life in general, however, not all forms of control are 
unambiguously positive and unproblematic. Some forms—e.g. control over other persons—are ethically problematic. Other 
forms of control are positive, and perhaps even intrinsically good. For example, one form of control that many philosophers 
have argued is intrinsically good and a virtue is self-control. In this paper, I relate these questions about control and its value 
to different forms of robots and AI more generally. I argue that the more robots are made to resemble human beings, the 
more problematic it becomes—at least symbolically speaking—to want to exercise full control over these robots. After all, 
it is unethical for one human being to want to fully control another human being. Accordingly, it might be seen as problem-
atic—viz. as representing something intrinsically bad—to want to create humanoid robots that we exercise complete control 
over. In contrast, if there are forms of AI such that control over them can be seen as a form of self-control, then this might 
be seen as a virtuous form of control. The “new control problem”, as I call it, is the question of under what circumstances 
retaining and exercising complete control over robots and AI is unambiguously ethically good.
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In late August of 2021, Elon Musk presented his plans for 
the “Tesla Bot”. When he presented his ideas, Musk talked 
about the self-driving cars that Tesla has developed. He said 
that they are “basically semi-conscious robots on wheels”, 
and that Tesla “is really the world’s largest robotics com-
pany”. Therefore, it makes sense, Musk continued, to give 
these robots a “human form”. Hence the Tesla Bot.1

During his presentation, Musk explained some of the 
envisioned technical aspects of the Tesla Bot, as well as the 
motivation behind the robot: it could take over boring and 
repetitive tasks, so that humans don’t need to do that work 
anymore. What is more interesting for the purposes of this 
paper, however, are some other remarks that Musk made 
about the Tesla Bot.

Those other remarks are especially interesting when 
one keeps in mind that Musk is worried that human beings 

might lose control over AI. He said, firstly, that the Tesla Bot 
would be “friendly”. This seems to be a reference/allusion 
to Eliezer Yudkowski’s [1] idea of “human-friendly AI”, 
also known as “value alignment”. Second, Musk said that 
the Tesla Bot would be weak enough that one could easily 
overpower it. Third, Musk said that the Tesla Bot would be 
slow enough that one could simply run away if one becomes 
scared. This fits with Nick Bostrom’s [2] idea of “capabil-
ity control”: limiting the capacities of AI systems as a way 
of controlling them. As it happens, “value alignment” is 
another measure that Bostrom also discusses, which is also 
supposed to help us control AI systems. The idea is that if 
AI systems are human-friendly and aligned with our values, 
they are—at least to an extent—under our control.

In other words, Musk presented the Tesla Bot in a way 
that suggested that he had been thinking about how these 
robots can be kept under human control. What this example 
also brings out—as I see things—is that human control over 
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AI is a problem with more ethical dimensions than those that 
people like Musk are worried about. The Tesla Bot has a 
human form, but it is designed in a way that gives it no indi-
viduality or no personality. It does not have a face; it does 
not have any clear personality. So, it is easy to instrumental-
ize this robot: to treat it like a tool—or like a slave, to para-
phrase the title of Joanna Bryson’s well-known [3] paper. 
Here we get to a potential problem: the idea of complete 
human control over AI becomes a more problematic notion 
if we create AI that takes the form of humanlike robots.

Imagine that the Tesla Bot did not look like it did, but that 
it looked and behaved even more like a human being, e.g., 
like Hiroshi Ishiguro’s robot “Erica”, which looks like a life-
like human woman. The idea of wanting to control—perhaps 
completely control—a robot that looks and acts like a human 
being can appear to be a problematic idea. So, even if we 
agree that control over AI is important, it is not clear that full 
human control over all AI systems is always a completely 
unproblematic goal or ideal.

My topic in what follows is the question of how we 
should think about the value of control and the different 
forms that AI can take. Is control always positively loaded? 
When it is good and positive, is the value of control always 
purely instrumental? Or is it the case that certain forms of 
control are also important or valuable in themselves, as ends 
and not only as means? Can control sometimes be bad or 
negative? Perhaps negative in itself? I will discuss the value 
of control—a topic that AI ethics researchers should discuss 
more often, and in more explicit terms—and I will relate 
it to different forms of AI agency. I will first reach some 
general conclusions about what forms of control are good, 
instrumentally and perhaps also in themselves, and some 
conclusions about what forms of control are bad/negative, 
either instrumentally or in themselves. Next, I will relate this 
to different ways in which we can think about the types of 
agents that AI systems can be seen as being, and the relation 
between their agency and our own human agency.

Briefly put, the positive side of my proposal is that if 
human control over AI can be conceptualized as a form 
of self-control, then control over AI is prima facie good, 
perhaps both instrumentally and intrinsically, i.e., both as 
a means and perhaps even as an end. On the negative side, 
my thesis is that if control over AI is, or can be seen as sym-
bolizing, control over another person (or an entity that is a 
representation or a symbol of a human person), then control 
over AI can potentially be seen as negative, or at the very 
least as something that is in poor taste.

AI systems that can plausibly be viewed as pure “tools” 
are less interesting from this point of view. It will typically 
be instrumentally good to have control over them, and it 
will typically be risky or instrumentally bad to lose control 
over them. But like I said, I am here interested in the vari-
ous different types of normative or evaluative status that we 

ascribe to different forms of control within human life. And 
I am interested in whether any forms of AI systems and 
their agency can be related to any non-instrumental ideas we 
might have about circumstances under which control can be 
seen either as in itself good or in itself bad. The new control 
problem, as I will call it, is the question of under what cir-
cumstances retaining and exercising complete control over 
robots and AI is unambiguously ethically good, and the chal-
lenge of separating those from circumstances under which 
there is something ethically problematic about wanting to 
have complete control over robots and AI.

1  Artificial intelligence and the standard 
control problem

Whenever there is talk about any form of AI or new tech-
nologies more generally, worries about control tend to come 
up. For example, one of the first things that many people—
philosophers and others—tend to wonder and worry about 
in relation to self-driving cars is whether we will be able to 
retain enough control over them. The same applies to discus-
sions about autonomous weapons systems. What if we lose 
control over them? [e.g., 4] In these kinds of cases, wor-
ries about control are often related to worries about poten-
tial responsibility gaps [5]. If the AI systems are operating 
autonomously, they will not be under our direct control, it is 
thought, and therefore it may be unclear who is responsible 
if there is an accident and somebody is hurt or even killed 
[6].2

Worries about control in relation to AI sometimes also 
arise from more general reflections on what AI is or should 
be taken to be [8]. Notably, when Alan Turing wrote some 
of his influential work on the topic of artificial intelligence 
in the early 1950s, the term “artificial intelligence” had not 
yet been introduced. Turing, instead, focused on the question 
of whether machines can think. That question, Turing sug-
gested, is less clear than the question of whether machines 
can be made to behave in ways that imitate a thinking human 
being [9]. According to the so-called Turing test, we can 
say that we have invented an intelligent, thinking machine 

2 Such concerns are informed by real-life cases in which people 
have been harmed by these technologies [7]. For example, in 2018, 
it for the first time happened that a pedestrian was hit and killed by 
an experimental self-driving car. There was a safety driver in the car. 
But she seems to not have had enough control over the car to be able 
to prevent this accident from happening. In such cases, people often 
talk about “handing over control” of the operation of the car to the 
AI system in the car. We lose control, in other words, by giving it 
away. This seems problematic, partly because worries about potential 
responsibility gaps arise, but also partly because the idea of handing 
over control to an AI system is an uncomfortable thought for many 
people—especially if the AI is part of a technology that might be 
dangerous for human beings, such as cars or military robots.
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if we invent a machine that can imitate a human being well 
enough that people cannot tell the difference between mes-
sages coming from the machine and messages written by a 
human.

On a Turing-inspired definition of AI, then, artificial 
intelligence is achieved when we create machines that can 
successfully imitate thinking human beings [10, 11]. The 
term “artificial intelligence” was coined just a few years 
later, in 1955, by a team of researchers in a research pro-
posal for a famous workshop held at Dartmouth College 
in America. In that research proposal, there was not talk 
of “imitating” human thinking or intelligence. Rather, John 
McCarthy and his colleagues [12] spoke about simulating 
human thinking, learning, and other aspects of intelligence. 
Machines that simulate human intelligence are artificially 
intelligent, on this definition.

If we fast-forward to the 1990s and the first edition of 
Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig’s [13] widely used textbook 
about AI—Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach—we 
can observe a shift in how AI is defined. According to Rus-
sell and Norvig, we should define AI as the creation of intel-
ligent agents. An agent is here defined as a system that can 
“perceive” its environment and “act” in the pursuit of cer-
tain goals. Intelligence, in turn, is defined in terms of what 
philosophers call instrumental rationality: the capacity to 
efficiently achieve one’s goals. Thus, the creation of artificial 
intelligence, on this way of thinking, consists in the creation 
of systems that can “perceive” their environment and “act” 
in that environment so as to efficiently achieve their goals. 
This could be a software agent—a computer program—or 
it can be a robot. AI, then, can be disembodied, so to speak, 
operating within a computer; or it can be embodied, operat-
ing in the natural environment. 

Russell and Norvig define different types of artificial 
agents. For example, simple reactive agents can only act in 
response to specific stimuli that bring forth certain prede-
termined reactions. Agents operating with a model of the 
world, in contrast, can also use other information than their 
direct inputs—they can use a world model—to act in the 
service of their goals in more effective and dynamic ways. 
Yet even more advanced agents can also learn from their 
experience and become better able to achieve their aims over 
time, based on the training they get over time [13: 47–57]. 
For example, the computer program “AlphaGo” that was 
created by DeepMind was trained in two ways before it was 
able to beat Lee Sedol, who was the world champion of Go: 
it was trained on a huge set of data about actual Go games, 
and it was also trained by playing millions of games against 
itself [14]. In the end, the system was able to perform at a 
higher level than the human world champion. Agents can 
also be part of so-called multi-agent systems: different intel-
ligent agents (which might include human agents) can join 

forces and work together in the service of goals the indi-
vidual agents cannot achieve on their own [15].

When we get to these ideas of agents that can become 
better at achieving their goals over time, that can work 
together with other intelligent agents, and that can outper-
form humans at difficult tasks, we can see why worries about 
losing control over AI might arise. A common worry is that 
these systems will become more and more able to achieve 
whatever goals they have, and that we will not be able to 
retain control over these systems and their goal pursuit [8]. 
At some point, authors like Nick Bostrom [2] worry, we 
might even arrive at “super-intelligent” systems that are 
super-efficient at achieving whatever goals they are pursu-
ing. This might lead to great risks—even so-called “exis-
tential risks” [16].

It is worth noting, however, that the tendency to have 
worries about a loss of control over AI is nothing new. Since 
the beginning of the field of AI, such worries have always 
been there. Turing, for example, already wrote the following 
in 1951 [17]:

[I]t seems probable that once the machine thinking 
method had started, it would not take long to out-
strip our feeble powers. ... At some stage therefore we 
should have to expect the machines to take control. 
[18: 475]

The old AI control problem, then, existed even before the 
term “artificial intelligence” was invented! A few years later, 
in 1960, another pioneering AI researcher, Norbert Wiener, 
formulated the control problem in terms that are similar to 
those that are often used today. He wrote:

If we use, to achieve our purposes, a mechanical 
agency with whose operation we cannot interfere 
effectively … we had better be quite sure that the pur-
pose put into the machine is the purpose which we 
really desire. [19: 1358]

This formulation of the control problem brings up the idea 
of “value alignment”, which was already mentioned above. 
When Stuart Russell [8] discusses this idea, he talks about 
what he calls the “King Midas Problem”. King Midas had 
the wish that everything he touched would turn to gold. 
That seemed to him like a great idea. However, as soon as 
his food, his drinks, and his family turned to gold when he 
touched them, and he started starving because he could no 
longer eat, it soon became clear to King Midas that getting 
what he wanted was not such a good thing. The parallel 
to AI here is supposed to be that if we specify the goals 
that AI systems are intended to achieve in the wrong ways—
or if the AI systems somehow misinterpret the goals they 
are supposed to achieve—then this can lead to disastrous 
consequences.
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Here, lastly, is another, succinct formulation of the con-
trol problem, as many researchers working on this issue cur-
rently conceive of the problem. The philosophically minded 
computer scientist Roman Yampolskiy [20: 1] writes:

[The] invention of artificial general intelligence is 
predicted to cause a shift in the trajectory of human 
civilization. To reap the benefits and avoid pitfalls of 
such powerful technology it is important to be able to 
control it.

In summary, handing over control—or losing control to—a 
system that is learning and highly efficient at achieving 
whatever goals it is pursuing strikes many researchers and 
others—from computer scientists, to philosophers, to regular 
people—as being risky. It can lead to bad consequences, per-
haps even on a massive scale. But do these concerns about 
avoiding possible bad effects capture everything about the 
way in which we—or most of us—value control within our 
lives? And is control always an unambiguously good thing? 
And what do we mean by control to begin with?

I will now first make some observations about control, 
and then after that discuss some different ways of under-
standing the value/importance of control. To anticipate what 
is to come: I think that control is not something that is only 
ever valued as a means to the end of being safe. I think that 
we often also value control as either an end in itself or as a 
core element of things that have value as ends in themselves. 
I also think that control can sometimes have a negative 
value—including a non-instrumental negative value—and 
all of this is relevant, I suggest, to how we should think about 
the AI control problem. It also gives us reason to reflect 
more on how we think about the agency that we attribute 
to AI systems and how it relates to our own human agency.

2  What is control?

Control is discussed in different areas of philosophy, includ-
ing but not limited to the philosophy of technology, general 
moral philosophy, and political philosophy [e.g., 4, 21–24]. 
Control is also, of course, analyzed and discussed within 
other fields, such as computer science and related fields that 
study topics like AI. There is also what is called control 
theory, an important and sophisticated part of the study 
of engineering [25]. My focus here is not on the design of 
control systems as conceived of within control theory, but 
rather on the idea of human beings controlling or exercis-
ing control over different things or phenomena. And I will 
primarily approach the issue of control from a philosophi-
cal point of view. I will not discuss the work that has been 
done on control in these different areas of philosophy and 
elsewhere in detail here, but instead extract what I think are 
some key lessons that one can learn when one looks at what 

people say about control within these different discussions. 
In particular, I wish to put forward three main observations 
about control, which I think find support in the overall lit-
erature on control.

Firstly, control can be more or less direct [22, 24]. For 
example, if one is driving a conventional car, one can control 
what direction the car is going by turning the steering wheel. 
If you want to go right, you can turn the wheel in that direc-
tion, and if you want to go left, you can turn the steering wheel 
in that direction, whereas if you want to go straight without 
turning, you can center the steering wheel. This is a fairly 
direct form of control over what direction the car is traveling 
in. In contrast, if you are being driven around by a driver who 
is willing and able to follow your instructions, you can in a 
more indirect way control in what direction the car is going 
by asking your chauffeur to drive in the direction you would 
like to go. Or, to take another example, under normal circum-
stances, you can directly control whether or not you are rais-
ing your arm by deciding whether or not to raise it, and then 
simply going ahead and raising it or not. In contrast, you have 
no similar form of direct control over your mood. If you are 
in a bad mood, you cannot directly will yourself into a good 
mood. However, there can be indirect ways of controlling your 
mood. If you know that jazz, a run in the forest, or a cup of hot 
chocolate tends to put you in a good mood, you can listen to 
some jazz, go for a run in a forest, or have a hot chocolate, and 
thereby indirectly control (or try to control) your mood [21].

Second, control can be more or less robust [27].3 That is to 
say, depending on what it is that you are trying to control, you 
might be able to remain in control over it in a wider or perhaps 
a narrower range of different circumstances. If you are a skilled 
driver, for example, you can remain in control over your car 
both in good weather and in bad weather, both when you are 
tired and when you are alert, and so on. Somebody who is a less 
skilled driver might have less robust control over their car: e.g., 
they may only be able to remain in control over it in favorable 
weather conditions or when they are alert and not tired.

Third, control is a multi-dimensional thing [5]. There are 
many different aspects to control, and we can have more or less 
control along those different dimensions. Without going into 
too much detail, here are some of the different aspects or dimen-
sions of control that one can find in the literature about control. 
Whether one has control over something involves, but may not 
be limited to, the following different aspects:

1: whether something aligns with, or tracks, one’s val-
ues, wishes, or instructions
2: whether one understands a thing, and if so, to what 
extent and in what detail

3 As one of the anonymous peer reviewers reminded me, the idea 
of robustness is also a key part of control theory within engineering 
studies, with a whole field devoted to “Robust and Optimal Control”, 
as described, for example, in Tsai and Gu’s [26] book with that name.
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3: whether one is able to monitor what one is controlling
4: are there interventions that one can take, and if so, 
how precisely is one able to steer something, or how 
often and easily can one intervene?
5: is one able to change, update, or discontinue/stop 
something one is controlling?

When all of these—and any other—aspects or dimensions of 
control are all in the same hands, so to speak, and the person 
has a full measure of all of them, that person can be said to 
have a maximum amount of control over the thing in question, 
especially if their control is also very robust across a maximal 
range of different circumstances.

More typically, though, these different aspects of control 
may not all be maximally realized. They may also be spread 
across different people [28]. Moreover, the degree to which an 
individual or a group has access to these different aspects of 
control might be limited, and it might also not be very robust 
[5]. Control, then, admits of degrees, and it admits of degrees 
along a number of different dimensions.

When one thinks about control in the way outlined above, 
one can immediately see how it might be difficult to maintain 
complete control over certain forms of AI. Some AI systems 
will be “black boxes” to us, for example, because we cannot 
fully understand the patterns in the artificial neural networks 
in the AI systems [10]. The control we are able to have over 
the AI systems may also not be very robust. We might be able 
to control them in laboratory settings, i.e., in very controlled 
environments. But once the AI systems are operating in the 
“real world”, it might be much harder to retain control over 
them along all the different dimensions of control [8]. And 
many different people might have some share, but perhaps only 
a limited share, in the different aspects of control in relation to 
some AI system. So, many different people might have some 
small measure of control. But no one might have maximal 
control. And the people might not be part of a well-run organi-
zation with a clear division of responsibilities.

In any case, the ideas above are some key aspects of the 
complex issue of what control consists in, as I understand it 
here. Much more can be said about the nature of control. But 
for now, I will leave it at that, and instead turn to the question 
of how we should think of the value/importance of control. 
In addressing that issue, I will also draw on discussions about 
control that one finds in different areas within philosophy.

3  The normative and evaluative status 
of control: What different kinds of value 
can control have?

As noted above, when people discuss control in the context 
of AI, the assumption often seems to be that having control 
will help to produce good effects, whereas losing control 

over AI can produce dangerous effects and risky situations. 
The value of control, in those discussions, is portrayed in a 
primarily instrumental way. Control is seen as a means to 
other ends, typically the ends of safety and security. There is 
even a growing interdisciplinary field called “AI safety and 
security”, whose main focus is on how to achieve control 
over AI [20]. But if we zoom out a little and think about 
control more generally and how it matters in human life, it is 
less clear that control is only ever valued as a means to other 
ends. It then also becomes less clear that control is always 
something that has a positive value.

Regarding the idea that control might not always have 
a positive value, I will first quickly highlight an idea that 
Yampolskiy [20] presents in his recent work: namely, that 
having direct control over AI can sometimes be instrumen-
tally bad from the point of view of safety (cf. [22]). To use 
an example Yampolskiy himself uses, if a self-driving car 
follows all of our orders in a direct way—e.g., by voice con-
trol—this might be dangerous. Suppose that somebody in 
a self-driving car on a highway tells the car to stop and the 
self-driving car directly follows all orders that humans issue 
to it. The car might then abruptly stop in the middle of the 
highway and cause a major crash. Yampolskiy discusses 
several similar kinds of cases, and argues that it might be 
impossible—at least in some circumstances—to have full 
control and complete safety at one and the same time.

That was a quick motivation for thinking that (complete) 
control is not always unproblematic. In a more thorough 
analysis of the value of control, the following question is 
useful to always keep in mind: who is controlling whom 
or what? Depending on who is controlling whom or what, 
control may have a positive value, and might even be seen 
as a good thing in itself, in a non-instrumental way. Alter-
natively, it might have a negative value, perhaps even a non-
instrumental form of negative value.

Let’s start with the positive side. Notably, different 
forms of self-control are sometimes seen as not only being 
good as a means to other ends, but as being good or valu-
able in themselves. Consider, for example, the view held 
by those who view self-control as a key aspect of virtue, 
and who also value virtue as a goal or an end in itself. 
On such a view, self-control has—at least in part—a non-
instrumental positive value [29].

That view can be associated with virtue ethical views, 
such as the views defended by some ancient philosophers, 
like the Stoics. Others also make claims that point in this 
direction. At the beginning of the Groundwork for the 
Metaphysics of Morals, for example, Kant [30] writes that 
“self-control [Selbstbeherrschung] and careful delibera-
tions can be seen as being part of the inner worth of a per-
son”. He goes on to add that this would be of conditional 
value, and only be unconditionally good if coupled with a 
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good will. However, it is noteworthy that Kant views self-
control as part of a person’s “inner worth”.

Along Kant-inspired lines, it is also possible to note that 
control over oneself can be seen as an aspect of personal 
autonomy, which is something that is also typically valued 
as being important in itself, and not only as a means to other 
ends [30]. Also of a broadly Kantian flavor is Jeremy Wal-
dron’s [31] claim that self-control is an aspect of human 
dignity. Human dignity, on Waldron’s view and most other 
views, is important in itself. So, if self-control is part of dig-
nity, that is another argument in favor of viewing self-control 
or control over oneself as something with non-instrumental 
value or importance.

We can also here consider Martha Nussbaum’s [32] claim 
that “control over one’s environment” is one of ten crucial 
capabilities that are part of a good and dignified life, where 
these capabilities are claimed to be good as ends, and not 
only as means. Control over one’s environment is spelt out 
by Nussbaum as involving the right to political participa-
tion and the right to work and to have property. Accord-
ingly, Nussbaum’s view of what the capability of control 
over one’s environment amounts to is similar to some views 
about what it is to be an autonomous person. At any rate, 
control over one’s environment is treated as good in itself, 
and not only as a means to other ends, on Nussbaum’s capa-
bility theory.

Control over one’s own body is sometimes also admired 
as something positive in itself, and not only as a means to 
other ends. Think about gymnastics, for example. When 
Simone Biles and other athletes compete in gymnastics, they 
receive high scores and are admired when they display great 
control over their own bodies. In general, different forms of 
virtuosity are often admired as valuable in themselves. And 
this also involves different forms of control, e.g., over an 
instrument (such as a violin). There is something impressive 
about—and it is typically viewed as a great achievement in 
itself to have attained—a high degree of control over one’s 
body or an instrument. This is a form of mastery or virtuos-
ity that we tend to admire in a partly non-instrumental way.

In contrast, if what somebody is trying to control—or is 
succeeding in controlling—is not themselves or an instru-
ment, but another person, then the value of this control is 
radically different. One person controlling another person—
e.g., having that other person as their slave, at the extreme—
is usually seen as very negative and bad in itself ([23, 33], 
see also [34] on the badness of some employers’ excessive 
control over their employees.) Being unfree, because one is 
under other people’s control, is typically seen as being bad 
in itself. And somebody who tries to control other people is 
typically seen as acting immorally, since it is bad and wrong 
in itself to try to control other persons. It is one thing to try 
to exercise control over one’s child or a non-human animal. 
This can even be seen as good. It is quite another to try to 

exercise control over some person who is a fully mature 
moral agent and who should be treated as one’s moral equal. 
This is seen as bad.

The last observation I will make about the value of con-
trol is that control—while it can be good in certain ways, and 
sometimes even intrinsically good—is something towards 
which one ought to exercise a certain amount of moderation 
[22]. Some people are said to be “control freaks”. The idea 
is then not, presumably, that they are making a mistake in 
wanting to have a certain amount of control. The mistake 
they are seen as making is, rather, that they want to have too 
much control over something. Control—e.g., self-control—
can be a good thing and even good in itself, but it also seems 
possible to be too obsessed with control to a point where one 
can appropriately be labeled a “control freak.”

Let us now assume that these ideas about control and its 
value are acceptable, at least roughly speaking. In particular, 
let us focus on the ideas that self-control is positive (perhaps 
even in a non-instrumental way) and that control over other 
people is negative (typically in a non-instrumental way). 
With these ideas taken on-board, let us relate them back to 
the issue of control over different forms of AI. If we accept 
the just-considered claims about the value of control, what 
does that tell us about the value of human control over AI? 
In now considering that question, I will be exploring differ-
ent ways of thinking about the relation between people and 
the agency of the AI technologies they are using or interact-
ing with.

4  The value of control and types of AI 
agency, part I: extended self‑control

In general, the above-considered claims about the different 
ways in which control can be positively or negatively valu-
able motivate two general theses. Firstly:

(1): if human control over certain forms of AI can 
be conceptualized as some form of self-control, then 
this control over the AI in question might not only be 
instrumentally good, but could potentially also in cer-
tain respects be non-instrumentally good.

Such control over AI could then be seen as some form of 
virtue, as a dignified way of controlling oneself, as part of 
one’s personal autonomy, and perhaps as a key capability. 
The question arises, then, of whether there is any sensible 
way of understanding any instances of human control over 
AI as ever being a form of self-control. Before we get to that 
question, however, here is a second implication of what was 
discussed in the previous section:

(2): if there are any AI agents that could be seen as 
persons in any important sense, or if any AI agents 
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could represent or symbolize persons, then control 
over those AI agents might be an in itself bad or mor-
ally problematic form of control, just like one human 
person exercising control over another human person 
can be an in itself problematic thing.

In relation to any AI agents which might be regarded as 
being or representing some form of persons, we could say 
that this does not only create a new control problem, but also 
a control dilemma. Losing control over these AI agents that 
appear to be some form of persons might be problematic or 
bad because it might be unsafe, on the one hand. Having 
control over these AI agents might be morally problematic 
because it would be, or represent, control over another per-
son, on the other hand. The crucial question here, though, is 
whether any AI agents could ever be persons or properly be 
seen as persons, or whether they could ever be representa-
tions of persons in any significant sense.

A lot depends on how we think about the agency of 
AI technologies. We saw above that when computer sci-
entists—such as Russell and Norvig [13]—talk about AI 
systems, they take for granted that we can view AI systems 
as a form of agents. This has even become one standard 
way for computer scientists to define what an AI system 
is. To a philosopher, in contrast, whether an AI system is 
an agent might appear to be an open question [35: chapter 
two; 36]. This might be because the average philosopher 
has a more maximal or demanding view of what it is to be 
an agent, whereas the average computer scientist has a more 
minimal view of what it is to be an agent [37]. It is worth 
noting, for example, that even computer scientists who are 
very skeptical about anthropomorphism or the need to worry 
about things like superintelligence—e.g., the philosophically 
inclined computer scientist Virginia Dignum [10]—have no 
trouble defining or understanding AI systems as a form of 
agents. That helps to illustrate that by “agent”, computer 
scientists mean something much less loaded than what the 
average philosopher means by it.

That helps to pave the way for the possibility that the 
agency of an AI system can be understood in very different 
ways. In particular, one possibility is to view the agency 
of AI systems as not being independent of human agency. 
Instead, at least with respect to some forms of AI agency, 
we could view AI agency as a form of extension of our own 
human agency [35, 38]. When we use AI technology, we 
could potentially be seen as acting through the AI systems 
we are creating. AI systems, on such a view, would be dif-
ferent than traditional non-agential tools (e.g., a hammer or 
a frying pan), because the AI systems would pursue goals 
and respond to their environments in ways that traditional 
tools cannot do. Yet, when we think about the goals and goal 
pursuit of the AI system, we might view these goals—as the 
philosopher Elena Popa [39] argues and as Stuart Russell [8] 

also argues that we should—as being our human goals. The 
goal pursuit of those AI systems can then be conceptual-
ized as an extended form of human goal pursuit. Along such 
lines, we might think of our human goals as being extended 
out into some of our AI systems, and we might think of our-
selves as acting through, or via, the AI systems we use. This 
would be one way of moving in the direction of thinking of 
human control over AI systems as a form of self-control. 
Specifically, one could take such a view if one understands 
human self-control as consisting, among other things, in 
control over one’s agency—where this agency might include 
technological extensions of our human agency.

Relatedly, the philosophers José Hernández-Orallo and 
Karina Vold have recently argued that we can view the 
“thinking” that some AI technologies do as extensions of our 
own human thinking, so that these AI technologies become 
parts of our “extended minds”, to use the expression made 
famous by Andy Clark and David Chalmers [40, 41]. If we 
view the information processing or reasoning done by cer-
tain AI systems as extensions of our human thinking in such 
a way, this could also pave the way for the possibility of con-
ceptualizing human control over at least some AI technolo-
gies as a form—perhaps an extended form—of self-control. 
The idea would then be that control over one’s own thinking/
thinking processes is a form of self-control.

A question here is whether we should think of the human 
side of things as a form of individual agency, or whether the 
idea of group agency will perhaps more often make sense 
when we think of the use of AI as a form of extended agency 
[5, 42]. Human beings often use AI systems within the con-
text of work they do within groups and organizations. The 
police in some district, for example, might use an AI system 
as part of their activities, or the staff at a hospital might also 
use an AI system in their work. Similarly, a tech company—
such as a social media company—might use AI systems as 
part of how they run their websites or other services. In such 
cases, if these organizations keep their AI systems under 
their control, then this might be viewed as a form of group 
level self-control, or organizational self-control.

An organization’s ability to maintain control over the way 
in which an AI system helps to pursue the organization’s 
goals can be seen as a form of virtue on the part of that 
organization. That could then be seen as something that may 
not only be instrumentally good, but potentially also positive 
or admirable in itself. On the flipside, when an organization 
does not have full control over the AI systems that they use, 
they can be criticized for failing to exercise an appropriate 
level of organizational self-control. For example, it could 
be seen as a virtue—and a commendable form of extended 
self-control—if a military unit exercises control over mili-
tary AI technologies they use, whereas it could be seen as 
a vice—a problematic lack of group level self-control—if 
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they fail to exercise control over dangerous AI technologies 
that they use.

It could of course also be that an individual is seen as 
extending their individual agency by making use of AI tech-
nologies to achieve his or her goals. If that individual then 
loses control over that AI system in the pursuit of his or 
her goals, that might be seen as undignified and as a loss of 
personal autonomy on the part of the person. It might be a 
little like first drinking too much, getting into a car, and then 
losing control over one’s car. That can be seen as a form of 
extended loss of self-control. In the same way, somebody 
who loses control over an AI system they are using to try to 
achieve their aims might also be seen as losing control over 
their own agency or part of their own agency.

There seem to be some potential ways, then, in which we 
could understand the use of AI systems, at least in some cases, 
as a form of extension of one’s own agency or as an extension, 
on the part of a group or organization, of the group’s organiza-
tional agency. That would pave the way for thinking of some 
instances of human control over AI in terms of the notion of 
self-control, so that the loss of control over the AI in those 
cases amounts to a loss or failure of self-control.

Such instances of human control over AI, which can be 
conceptualized as (extended) forms of self-control, can be 
seen as good and virtuous in themselves, since self-control 
is widely seen as non-instrumentally valuable in various 
ways, as noted in the previous section. But what about the 
other possible way of thinking about human control over AI 
agents highlighted above? That is, could it ever make sense 
to view AI agents as a form of persons or a representation 
of persons, who it might then be ethically problematic to try 
to control, since it is ethically problematic to try to control 
persons? [3] Let us now consider that question.

5  The value of control and types of AI 
agency, part II: humanoid robots

Notably, there are philosophers who argue that AI sys-
tems might one day become persons, whose moral status 
we should respect. Some philosophers even argue that we 
should potentially treat—or that it would not be a mistake to 
treat—some existing AI systems as a form of moral persons.4 
These authors typically focus on AI systems in the form of 
(humanoid) robots, rather than software agents or com-
puter programs. Philosophers like Mark Coeckelbergh [43], 
David Gunkel [44], John Danaher [45], Janina Loh [46], Eric 
Schwitzgebel and Mara Garza [47, 48], and Chris Wareham 
[49] argue that some robots are or might become moral per-
sons, to whom we owe some degree of moral consideration. 

While philosophers like Schwitzgebel and Garza argue that 
AI-equipped robots might become genuine moral persons 
because of their capabilities, others—like Coeckelbergh, 
Gunkel, Wareham, and Loh—argue that robots can become 
moral persons because of how we interact with them. Dana-
her, in turn, has a Turing-inspired view according to which 
robots should be treated like moral persons if they are able to 
imitate, or consistently behave like, moral persons.

My own view is that it makes sense here to ask not only 
about whether robots can have morally relevant abilities or 
imitate abilities that might make them into moral persons, 
but that it also makes sense—and perhaps more sense—to 
ask whether robots can be seen as representing or symbol-
izing moral persons ([35, chap. 8]; see also [50] on symbolic 
value more generally). Robots that are designed to look and 
behave like human beings, in particular, can be seen as a form 
of representation of, or symbol for, human beings [51, 52]. 
This will not make the robots themselves into moral persons 
to whom we owe moral consideration. But it can be enough 
to make it the case that it becomes ethically problematic or 
unfitting to treat the robots in certain ways, since certain 
forms of treatment of such robots might be seen as repre-
senting or symbolizing problematic ways of treating human 
beings [52]. If we perform acts of violence against robots 
made to look and behave like human beings, for example, this 
can be viewed as ethically problematic because it glorifies or 
glamourizes violence against human beings.5

If a robot can be a moral person, as some philosophers 
think, or if it can imitate or symbolize/represent a moral per-
son, then any of those possibilities might make it problematic 
to want to have the robot under our full control. Personally, 
I am skeptical about the idea that any robots might have, or 
come to have, properties or abilities that would genuinely 
make them into full moral persons. In particular, I am skepti-
cal about the idea—which Schwitzgebel and Garza [47, 48] 
take very seriously—that robots might come to have human-
like minds, with humanlike consciousness and emotions. But 
I grant them that if robots could come to have such minds, 
then they would potentially, for this reason, become full moral 
persons to whom we owe the same form of moral considera-
tion that we owe to our fellow human beings. But that is a big 
“if” and not, in my view, a very realistic one. (Cf. [35, chap. 
6]) What is more interesting, as I see things, is to focus on the 
possibilities that robots might imitate or represent/symbolize 
human persons with full moral status. Those possibilities are 

4 Relatedly, in June of 2022 the controversial Google engineer Blake 
Lemoine made headlines when he claimed that the large language 

5 Similarly, Robert Sparrow [52] discusses this idea in the context 
of sex robots, and he argues that performing sex acts on a seemingly 
non-consenting sex robot represents or symbolizes non-consensual 
sex or rape in a highly morally problematic way, even if the robot 
itself lacks a mind and lacks moral status.

model “LaMDA” had become a sentient person who should be given 
rights and moral standing.

Footnote 4 (continued)
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enough, in my view, for it to become morally problematic—
or at least not completely unproblematic—to want to have 
such robots operating under our complete control. The reason 
for this would not be that it would be immoral towards these 
robots themselves, but rather that it would symbolize or rep-
resent something that is deeply morally problematic: namely, 
persons trying to control other persons.

At the same time, it would also be problematic—since it 
might be unsafe—to not have control over such humanoid 
robots. So, the best solution seems to be to avoid creating 
humanoid robots unless there is some very strong reason to 
do so that could help to outweigh the symbolic problems 
with having a humanoid robot that we are exercising com-
plete control over. Or, alternatively, we might try to exercise 
control over these robots in a way that signals that we find it 
distasteful to do so, or that at least signals and acknowledges 
that we find it wrong to try to control real human beings.

The Tesla Bot, for instance, seems like an example of a 
case where it is unnecessary to give the robot a human form. 
Moreover, if future versions of the Tesla Bot are given a 
much more humanoid form and are made to display more 
humanlike behavior than what Musk originally described, 
then the kind of complete control over it that Musk envi-
sioned in August 2021 might become morally controversial, 
since this could then be seen as a symbolically problematic 
representation or expression of a wish to have complete 
control over other persons, viz. something we think of as 
ethically problematic. In some other cases—e.g., the therapy 
robot “Kaspar”, which is used in experimental treatment of 
children with autism—it might make more sense to actu-
ally give the robot a humanoid form [53]. For therapeutic 
purposes, some robots might need to have a humanoid form. 
When we interact with those robots—e.g., Kaspar—we 
might avoid treating them in a way that appears to symbol-
ize wanting to be in control over another human being. In 
contrast, if robots and other AI systems do not at all look 
like humans, and their behavior is not very humanlike at all, 
these kinds of issues and worries about it being somehow 
improper to want to control these robots do not arise in the 
same way.

6  Concluding discussion

Above, I have argued that we should not only think of con-
trol over AI systems in terms of instrumental value. We 
should also consider whether there might be forms of human 
control over AI that can be seen as non-instrumentally good 
as well as whether there might be forms of human control 
over AI technologies that could potentially be seen as ethi-
cally problematic, perhaps in a non-instrumental way. I have 
focused on two main forms of control, which differ radically 
in how they are typically evaluated in moral philosophy and 

beyond: self-control, on the one hand, and control over other 
persons, on the other.

Self-control is often valued as good in itself or as an 
aspect of things that are good in themselves, such as virtue, 
personal autonomy, and human dignity. In contrast, control 
over other persons is often seen as wrong and bad in itself. 
This means, I have argued, that if control over AI can some-
times be seen or conceptualized as a form of self-control, 
then control over AI can sometimes be not only instrumen-
tally good, but in certain respects also good as an end in 
itself. It can be a form of extended self-control, and therefore 
a form of virtue, personal autonomy, or even human dignity.

In contrast, if there will ever be any AI systems that could 
properly be regarded as moral persons, then it would be ethi-
cally problematic to wish to be in full control over them, 
since it is ethically problematic to want to be in complete 
control over a moral person. But even before that, it might 
still be morally problematic to want to be in complete control 
over certain AI systems; it might be problematic if they are 
designed to look and behave like human beings. There can 
be, I have suggested, something symbolically problematic 
about wanting to be in complete control over an entity that 
symbolizes or represents something—viz. a human being—
that it would be morally wrong and in itself bad to try to 
completely control.

For these reasons, I suggest that it will usually be a bet-
ter idea to try to develop AI systems that can sensibly be 
interpreted as extensions of our own agency while avoiding 
developing robots that can be, imitate, or represent moral 
persons. One might ask, though, whether the two possibili-
ties can ever come together, so to speak.

Think, for example, of the robotic copy that the Japanese 
robotics researcher Hiroshi Ishiguro has created of himself 
[35]. It is an interesting question whether the agency of this 
robot could be seen as an extension of Ishiguro’s agency. The 
robot certainly represents or symbolizes Ishiguro. So, if he 
has control over this robot, then perhaps this can be seen as 
a form of extended agency and extended self-control. While 
it might seem symbolically problematic if Ishiguro wants 
to have complete control over the robot Erica that he has 
created, which looks like a human woman, it might not be 
problematic in the same way if he wants to have complete 
control over the robotic replica that he has created of him-
self. At least it would be different in terms of what it can be 
taken to symbolize or represent.

Erica the robot, as far as I know, is not supposed to be 
a replica of any particular other real human being. But the 
robot does look extremely similar to a real human being. That 
might be seen as being enough for it to be morally problematic 
to want to be in complete control over that robot. However, 
it would be worse if somebody created a robotic replica of 
somebody else—i.e., of a particular person—and then wanted 
to be in complete control over that robot. The reader can 
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imagine, for example, that a robotic copy of you is created 
and that the creator of that robot would then want to have 
complete control over that robot copy of you or that the crea-
tor would sell that robot replica of you to somebody else who 
would then exercise complete control over the robot. I suspect 
that many of us would feel very uncomfortable about that 
prospect. We don’t like the idea of somebody making a robotic 
copy of us that they then want to have complete control over, 
because we do not like the idea of others wanting to have 
control over us or over something that looks and acts like us.

This suggests to me that if we create humanoid robots that 
we want to retain complete control over, those robots should 
not be made to look like any particular real people (other 
than perhaps ourselves!). And again, it might be best to avoid 
creating humanoid robots to begin with, since we can then 
avoid these kinds of worries about whether there is some-
thing symbolically or otherwise ethically problematic about 
wanting to be in complete control over these AI agents [cf. 3].

In conclusion, from the point of view of control and its 
value, the best AI systems that we can create seems to be 
ones that can be seen as extensions over our own agency, 
over which we can have control that can be viewed as a 
form of extended self-control. Such systems are not likely 
to take on a humanoid form. They are more likely to be 
computer programs (software agents) or robots with a non-
human form.
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